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We would like to acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land on which we meet, the Wadawurrung people, and pay respect to their Elders past, present and emerging. We wish to extend this respect to any First Nations people here today as well as all first nations people from around the world.
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Firstly, to introduce ourselves I am Greta Murdoch and here next to me is Cheree Macdonald we are the International Employability Coordinators at Federation University. Our positions have been made possible by funding from the Victorian Government through the Study Melbourne International Education Resilience Fund. You’ll see from our presentation that the students are at the centre of everything we do and therefore it’s essential to have student voice represented. We are excited to have Liza here today to speak to you. We would like to share with you the outline for today’s presentation – we find that clear expectations rarely lead to disappointment. We will explain our role at Fed Uni.Discuss our approach to employability coachingHighlight points of difference and strengths of international studentsAlso discuss the importance of student’s articulating their value proposition with Liza sharing her own exampleWe will also address misconceptions about the employability of international studentsInclude a call to action to you our audience There will be opportunity to ask questions at the end – however we invite you to share student success stories because it is at the centre of what we do. 
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Our work started in May 2022 you can see from our slide the diversity and impact of our service. Our understanding of the role has been shaped and moulded by us connecting the dots, asking deep questions, trailing ideas, failing fast and learning from student story. The employability coaching style that we have developed has led to some interesting insights into the strengths, values and challenges for international students.Assisting international students to understand their value proposition and their points of difference has been a key focus and we will define that in more detail later.Debunking misconceptions in relation to the employability of international students has been a large part of the work we have being doing to advocate for this amazing cohort. We have attempted to increase the volume on this advocacy by keeping student voice and lived experience centre stage.We now see our role divided into three areas:Creating and participating in networks to raise the volume on the strengths, challenges and misconceptions surrounding employmentIncreasing the employability skills of students by assisting their access to services, workshops, and networks Employability coaching one to one – confession our favourite part of the role! International students are an inspirational cohort.
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We would like to explain our method of employability coaching.  We use a gentle inside out approach. We take the time to get know the student’s story and build a rapport. We then ask questions to help the students identify their strengths and values. We feed this back to students in a summary which is often a confidence boost. We have had some lovely feedback from students about how this approach has reframed their thinking.  Finally, we set some goals, defining actions or habits for success, identifying indicators of achievement and strategies on what to do if they experience challenges. 
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We don’t often get the opportunity to think about these questions that require imagination and big picture thinking. The questions offer the students a space where the responses are slightly removed from the student, even though they are directly reflective of the student’s characteristics and thoughts. We would like to further explain the inside out approach we take. When you are externally focused (thinking about grades, what the employer is looking for, how other candidates measure up) you are comparing yourself to others and may feel uncompetitive as a job candidate.  We intentionally go internally focused and identify strengths and values and help the student understand how they measure up as a candidate of choice. Assisting students to identify and articulate those personal qualities. Meeting students where they are at – in this context – skilled, driven, yet unsure if they can bring value. We help them be sure. The thing we love about this approach to employability coaching is that it’s simplistic, pragmatic, personalised, and gives people a chance to really share their truth and feel heard. 
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We are working to help our international students be industry ready, and helping industry be ready for employing our international students.We raise awareness throughout our networks for the points of difference of international students:Our international students are highlyResilientFlexibleAdaptableWill go above and beyond to achieve – all demonstrated by them taking up an international educationThey are multilingual and have cross cultural communication skills.There are two main misconceptions one is that it is difficult to employ students because of visa conditions, it’s a myth because international student’s currently have full work rights in Australia. Secondly, we want to debunk the misconception that international students will not be long term employees.
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Working with students intensively to help them understand their value proposition is key to the recruitment process - the earlier students can develop an understanding of their own ikigai (broadly defined as your sense of purpose) – which in turn leads to greater employability – the goal of the service.Your personal value proposition is a great way to tell hiring managers why you'd be a strong asset to their team. It can help you stand out from the competition, highlight your strengths, and demonstrate why you're the best fit for the roleWe are now going to hear from Liza as she gives us an example of her value proposition. Liza is a second year Bachelor of Early Childhood education student. She stood out as leader in international education for her willingness to seek opportunities for personal growth and her work in assisting others to be their best.  Liza’s example here. 
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Raising awareness of the points of difference of international students and addressing misconceptions about their employability is our request and a call to action to you – we want to keep raising the volume of individual students’ story, to raise the volume above individual student voice. We are asking you to use your networks to encourage increased employment of international students, requesting more access to work experience, removing barriers for students, or referring students to services like ours for support and share success stories widely – to highlight the superpowers of our international students.
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To give the connect the dots thinking and work style context – can we relay a story. Greta and I were working on a forum that raised awareness of what is takes to be a leader in transnational or international education. Jessica Morales – Morin, the manager of our International Education Resilience Fund was part of this forum and she relayed how she had discovered her accent as a superpower, as it was a point of difference that made her stand out within a professional network. Her accent led to a person seeking her out in a large group, connecting with her and opening the door for her career. Jessica’s description of her accent was strengths based with a clear understanding of how it could be the catalyst to standing out at a networking event. This strength-based approach aligns with how we structure our work, and we are creating a series of forums aptly named “My accent is my superpower” (MAIMS) – coaching students to better understand their value and giving them an opportunity to expand their network and receive feedback from industry experts. We understand that accent may not feel like a superpower for all our students – however we will advocate on their behalf for this to be embraced as a unique point of difference.By bringing students into these forums, we will highlight the key actions and skills that will make them the candidate of choice for a position and to illustrate some industry specific recruitment information that may only be accessible if you have a connection in the industry. Not something that is available to all students. However again our goal is to remove this barrier for our students.A key part of MAIMS is for students to deliberately practice talking about their value proposition and helping them embrace their points of difference, a powerful way to stand out as a candidate of choice in today’s job market. 
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Time for questions or reiterate the sharing of student success stories.If no stories or questions are forth coming – request Jessica Morales – Morin to share her story. Or discuss Dhuva’s story. Dhuva being supported by ISA and then referred to ISEC – employed as buddy, received employability coaching, nominated and received Positive Leader – Ballarat Youth Awards – assisted to explore #SummerTech Live studentship and currently undertaking an internship with a start up founded by Fed Uni IT lecturers, was supported by ISEC to apply for a Concentrix part time position was successful and is now working and studying and recently nominated by Ballarat City Council as the Young Citizen of the Year 2023.
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